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A siren alarm is given on Campus and Gate 2 is 
closed. You are on your way towards the Campus. 
What do you do?

Comment SHE

Do not put yourself at unnecessary risk 
by stopping next to the road, with closed 
windows and the ventilation of your car 
shut down. You are blocking the road for 
the professional help to assist during the 
siren alarm. For your own safety, drive 
away from the Campus via the diversion 
signs and wait outside the Chemelot site 
until the end of the siren alarm is given.

The correct answer

You follow the yellow diversions signs 
and you wait outside the Chemelot 
Site until the end of the siren alarm is 
given.

Percentage answered
per survey question

21.6% wrong answers 78.3% correct answers 5.4% wrong answers 94.6% correct answers

70.3% wrong answers 29.7% correct answers

Question 1

You are giving a presentation during an important 
meeting, an announcement message is broadcasted 
on the public announcement system.  
What do you do?

You walk on Campus grounds and you smell a 
strong ammonia odor. 
What do you do first?

The correct answer

You interrupt your presentation 
so that everyone can listen to 
the announcement message that 
is broadcasted. Following the 
announcement message, you check 
with your colleagues whether one of 
them should take action, before you 
continue with your presentation.

The correct answer

You walk towards the nearest building 
with a reasonably airtight room (RDR) 
and you shut down the ventilation inside 
the RDR.

Question 2

Question 3

1681 campus residents 
received the SHE survey

148 campus residents filled 
in the SHE survey  = 8.8 %

Results Question 3

69.6% thought 
the answer was:

93.9% answered 
this question 
correctly!

Comment SHE

When an announcement message is 
broadcasted on the public announcement 
system. Stop talking to each other so you 
can hear the message that is broadcasted. 
If the broadcasted message applies for 
you, follow the instructions via the public 
announcement system.

Comment SHE

Your own safety always comes first! First 
go, as fast as possible, to the nearest 
building with a RDR and the ventilation in 
this building shut down. Once this is done 
you call the alarm number +31 46 47 66666 
to report the ammonia cloud.

Results Question 2Results Question 1

!

8.8% wrong answers 91.2% correct answers

2% wrong answers 98% correct answers

1.4% wrong answers 98.6% correct answers

4.1% wrong answers 95.9% correct answers

The building where you work is being evacuated. 
What do you do?

You walk by the bus stop nearby the entrances at 
Gate 2. You see someone is smoking a cigarette. 
What do you do?

A siren alarm for the Campus is given. You have 
been in the reasonably airtight room (RDR) for 
quite some time without knowing what is going on. 
What do you do?

You are present in the Center Court building and 
you see a person performing a dangerous handling.  
What do you do?

The correct answer

You leave the building via the fastest 
and safest evacuation route and you go 
to the assembly point you hear over the 
public announcement system..

The correct answer

You address the person in question 
whether he is aware that he is not 
allowed to smoke on Campus grounds.

The correct answer

You wait, limit your telephone traffic 
and listen carefully to the messages 
that are broadcasted over the public 
announcement system.

The correct answer

You step towards the person and you 
address his/ her behavior.

Question 5

Question 7

Question 6

Question 8

Results Question 5

Results Question 7

Results Question 6

Results Question 8

Comment SHE

During a siren alarm on Campus, remain in 
the reasonably airtight room (RDR) until 
you hear the ‘all clear’ signal or a spoken 
announcement to that effect on the public 
announcement system. 
During a siren alarm, announcement 
messages about the status of the siren 
alarm are broadcasted. Stop talking to 
each other so you can hear the messages 
and minimize your telephone usage.

Comment SHE

SHE-values: Give feedback on unsafe 
behavior, with respect for each other.

Comment SHE

Do not put yourself at unnecessary risk 
by collecting your personal things. In case 
of an evacuation of the building, leave 
the building via the fastest and safest 
evacuation route. Use the emergency 
staircases and go to the assembly 
point that is broadcasted on the public 
announcement system.
The emergency staircases on Campus 
have a fire resistance of 60 minutes.

Comment SHE

The campus is part of a chemical site 
where dangerous goods are handled. The 
campus is a non-smoking area which 
means that smoking is strictly forbidden 
everywhere. So, no smoking inside 
buildings and outside buildings. Not in 
parking areas and not in front of Gate 2. 
Signs at the campus access road indicate 
the non-smoking area limits.
SHE-values: Act safely and responsibly 
and give feedback on unsafe behavior.

6.1% wrong answers 93.9% correct answers

In the morning you arrive in parking garage P8 
and you see someone driving against the indicated 
driving direction in order to quickly obtain the last 
free parking space near the elevator. 
What do you do? 

The correct answer

You address the person in question 
and ask if they are aware that a traffic 
violation is committed and that they 
endanger their own safety as well as 
others.

Question 4

Results Question 4

Comment SHE

SHE-values: Give feedback on unsafe 
behavior, with respect for each other.

You call the 
alarm number 
+31 46 47 66666 
and you report the 
ammonia cloud.

69.6%
93.9%

Be aware, 
Be self-reliant

Brightlands Chemelot Campus 

One in safety

RDR

49.3% wrong answers 50.7% correct answers

You are on your way home. At the parking you 
hear the siren alarm for the Campus. 
What do you do?

The correct answer

You get into your car, close all the 
windows and shut down the ventilation. 
You drive away from the Campus.

Question 9

Results Question 9

46% thought 
the answer was:

95.3% answered 
this question 
correctly!

Comment SHE

Your own safety always comes first! 
In case of a siren alarm you need to go as 
fast as possible to a RDR. Your car with 
closed windows and the ventilation shut 
down is also a RDR! The nearest RDR in 
this situation is your car.

4.7% wrong answers 95.3% correct answers

You are walking on Campus grounds and you see a 
person collapsing. What do you do? 

The correct answer

You call the alarm number 
+31 46 47 66666 and you stay with 
the person until the professional 
assistance has arrived.

Question 10

Results Question 10

Comment SHE

Do not call 112 when you are on Campus. 
The professional help, after calling 112, 
does not know the campus grounds and 
will arrive much later on location. The 
professional help from Chemelot that will 
arrive after calling the alarm number 
+31 46 47 66666, are on location within 
6 minutes. This is much faster.

You leave the parking 
location to go to the 
nearest reasonably 
airtight room (RDR) 
inside a building.

46%
95.3%

RDR
inside
24/7

!


